We introduce a multivariate GARCH-Copula model to describe joint dynamics of overnight and daytime returns for multiple assets. The conditional mean and variance of individual overnight and daytime returns depend on their previous realizations through a variant of GARCH specification, and two Student's t copulas describe joint distributions of both returns respectively. We employ both constant and time-varying correlation matrices for the t copulas and with the time-varying case the dependence structure of both returns depends on their previous dependence structures through a DCC specification. We estimate the model by a twostep procedure, where marginal distributions are estimated in the first step and copulas in the second. We apply our model to overnight and daytime returns of 15 funds of different types, and illustrate its applications in risk management and asset allocation. Our empirical results show (for most tested assets) higher means, lower variance, fatter tails for overnight returns than daytime returns. The comparison results of dependence between overnight and daytime returns are mixed. Daytime returns are significantly negatively correlated with previous overnight returns. Moreover, daytime returns depend on previous overnight returns in both conditional variance and correlation matrix (through a DCC specification). Most of our empirical findings are consistent with the asymmetric information argument in the market microstructure literature. With respect to econometric modelling, our results show a DCC specification for correlation matrices of t copulas significantly improves the fit of data and enables the model to account for time-varying dependence structure.
Introduction
Modeling the dynamics of overnight and daytime returns is important in at least two aspects. First, a good description of overnight and daytime returns can help to test alternative theories on different features of market microstructure during the day and night. Second, from a practitioner's point of view, many financial instruments (such as index options) are based on the opening prices of underlying assets. Thus, it is necessary to distinguish between overnight and daytime returns for risk management or asset allocation purposes. There is plenty of work documenting different empirical properties of overnight and daytime returns. Some show that the average overnight returns are statistically higher than average daytime returns, while others show higher average returns over trading periods than non-trading periods (see Cliff et al. (2008) and Keim & Stambaugh (1984) ). Some show that daytime returns are statistically negatively correlated with previous overnight returns, while others show that the two returns are largely independent (see Gallo et al. (2001) , Branch & Ma (2006) and Oldfield & Rogalski (1980) ). The variance of daytime returns is significantly higher than that of overnight returns (see French & Roll (1986) and Lockwood & Linn (1990) ). Overnight returns are more leptokurtic than daytime returns 2 (see Masulis & Ng (1995) ). Those empirical patterns also generate interest in proposing theoretical models to explain them (see Admati & Pfleiderer (1988 , 1989 and Hong & Wang (2000) ).
To the best of our knowledge, current literature on this topic only deals with the univariate case and there is no work on modeling the joint dynamics of multiple assets. Our work attempts to fill this gap. First, we introduce a comprehensive model which can reasonably well capture key empirical aspects of both returns and can be easily implemented by practitioners. Second, by applying the model to the data, we expect to find some different features of the dependence structure between both returns. Moreover, we illustrate how the model can be effectively used for risk management or asset allocation purposes.
With a GARCH-Copula framework, we can more flexibly construct the joint distribution of multiple returns. The dynamics of overnight and daytime returns for each asset are described by a GARCH process, where the conditional mean and variance depend on the previous realizations of both returns and innovations are described by Student's t distributions. Then we use two Student's t copulas to link overnight and daytime returns of multiple assets respectively. The constant correlation matrices in Student's t copulas are assumed and estimated first, and then to describe the time-varying feature of dependence structure we implement a DCC (Dynamic Conditional Correlation) specification for Student's t copulas. We estimate the model by a twostep procedure, where the marginal distributions are estimated in the first step and the copulas in the second. We apply our model to the overnight and daytime returns of 15 funds of different types from September 21, 2006 to March 29, 2011 . At the individual level, for most cases daytime returns depend on previous overnight returns negatively. The conditional variance of daytime returns is consistently higher than that of overnight returns. Almost all the ETFs have lower DoF parameters for overnight returns than for daytime returns, which is consistent with the observed higher kurtosis of overnight returns. In addition to their own lags, the conditional variance of overnight (daytime) returns has some degree of dependence on previous daytime (overnight) returns.
With constant Student's t copulas, the copula governing overnight returns has a lower DoF than that of daytime returns. The comparison of correlation matrices for the t copulas yield mixed patterns. Meanwhile, time-varying t copulas yield similar results. For most cases and time period (including financial crisis) we tested, overnight returns have significantly higher tail dependence patterns than daytime returns. Moreover, time-varying copula models show that the dependence structure of daytime returns depend on that of previous overnight returns. This adds to observed non-linear dependence between daytime and previous overnight returns. We believe most of our empirical findings are consistent with the asymmetric information argument in theoretical models such as Admati & Pfleiderer (1988 , 1989 . Moreover, our results show that a DCC specification for correlation matrices of t copulas significantly improves fit of data and enables the model to account for time-varying dependence structure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the multivariate GARCHCopula model and its estimation and simulation procedures. Section 3 applies the model to the overnight and daytime returns of 15 funds of different assets or sectors. Section 4 illustrates the applications of the model for risk management and asset allocation purposes. Section 5 concludes.
A multivariate GARCH-Copula model

Individual returns
We model individual returns using a variant of GARCH specification. Let , , , n t n t k n t n t
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where n C and d C are the two copula c.d.f.'s. It is worth noting that the copula function and marginal distributions are all conditional on the previous information set.
There are many choices of copula functions for modelling the dependence structure of multiple variables. We use Student's t copula in this paper. The c.d.f. of Student's t copula is given by 
When using Student's t copulas for both returns, we can assign constant or time-varying correlation matrices for both t copulas. As for the time-varying t copulas, we borrow the idea of DCC-GARCH models to make the two sets of correlation matrices depend on past realizations.
Let
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Estimation
We estimate the whole density function by ML estimation procedures. Let F and 0
Using Bayes' Theorem, the whole joint distribution of returns can be written as
.
Correspondingly, the joint density of returns can be written as
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To estimate all the parameters simultaneously often leads to convergence problem of maximizing (17). Therefore, we maximize the whole log-likehihood by a two-step procedure. First, we estimate the marginal distribution of each asset. For asset i , the log-likelihood is , ,
To further facilitate the estimation, we first estimate the conditional mean in equations (1) and (2) by ordinary least squares (OLS). Then with estimated OLS residuals, we can estimate the variance equations (5) and (6) by maximizing (18). The specific log-likehood becomes
where ST f denotes the density of standardized Student's t distribution. With all the marginal distributions being estimated, the only component left out in (17) is the copula part. With estimated marginal distribution parameters, we can estimate the two copulas by maximizing Generally, this two-step estimation procedure is called inference for the margins (IFM) method. Joe (1997) shows that under regular conditions the IFM estimator is consistent and has the property of asymptotic normality and Patton (2006) also shows that this two-step method yields asymptotically normal parameter estimates.
Density forecast and simulations
With parameter estimates, we can forecast the joint density and then simulate future overnight and daytime returns. Specifically, with estimated parameters Θ and , 1 n t − Ω , we can sequentially
( ,..., ) Figure 3 plots the estimated conditional variance of overnight and daytime returns for each fund. We find that the daytime returns have consistently higher conditional volatility than overnight returns except AGG and FXE. Table 4 reports the estimates (from the constant correlation model) for the two constant Student's t copulas which govern the dependence structure of overnight and daytime returns respectively. We find that overnight returns have a bit higher (for most cases) values of correlation matrix than daytime returns 6 , while daytime returns have a higher DoF parameter than overnight returns. The higher correlation matrix of the t copulas for daytime returns generally indicate that daytime returns are more correlated than overnight returns, even though correlation matrix in t copulas 6 It is worth noting that in another estimation exercise which is not reported here, we apply the model to a relatively quieter time period (March 11, 2003 and July 19, 2007) with the nine SPDR ETFs and overnight returns tend to have lower values of correlation matrix than daytime returns. This indicates that the comparison results of the dependence structure between overnight and daytime returns depends on both the assets and time period under investigation.
seldom exactly equals to correlation matrix of underlying returns 7 . We also report the loglikelihood of the copula components from the estimation. Table 5 reports the estimates for the two time-varying Student's t copulas. We first observe that the time-varying t copula yields significantly higher log-likelihood than its constant case, indicating a better fit of data. Estimates of the parameters in equations (9) and (10) suggest the dependence structure of overnight returns has significant influence on that of the following daytime returns while the dependence of overnight returns appears to be mainly determined by its previous dependence structure. This observation adds to higher moment dependence between daytime and previous overnight returns in a multivariate setting. Similar with the constant copulas, overnight returns have a lower DoF parameter than daytime returns. Figure 4 plots timevarying conditional correlation parameters of the t copulas for four selected fund pairs. We observe that for three pairs the correlation parameter of daytime returns is higher than that of overnight returns. Figure 5 plots the conditional TDC for four selected pairs, where the comparison patterns are mixed. We observe that for all the 4 pairs the TDC of overnight returns is significantly higher than that of daytime returns.
In summary, our empirical results show that for most cases overnight returns have higher mean, lower variance and higher kurtosis than daytime returns. In terms of dependence structure, overnight returns generally have relatively higher correlations than daytime returns. Moreover, daytime returns significantly depend on previous overnight returns in first and second univariate moments and dependence structure. We believe that most of our observations are consistent with the asymmetric information argument in theoretical work such as Admati & Pfleiderer (1988 , 1989 . 
Applications
Risk management
Facing overnight and daytime returns, the typical task for risk managers is to forecast the risk measures of portfolios in the following market openings and closings. Specifically, at the end of time 1 t − and with an information set , 1 n t − Ω , risk managers are concerned with the return distribution of a portfolio at the market opening of time t and subsequently at the market closing of time t . Let , , 1
., )
n t n t n t k n t P g r r = and , Table 6. <Insert Table 6 here.>
Asset allocation
As a simple example of asset allocation, investors solve a one-period investment problem, allocate their wealth among risk-free and risky assets at the beginning of overnight and daytime periods respectively and maximize their one-period expected utility. Table 7 . We observe that two funds dominate the portfolio for overnight and daytime respectively. <Insert Table 7 here.>
Conclusion
We introduce a multivariate GARCH-Copula model to describe joint dynamics of both overnight and daytime returns of multiple assets. The conditional mean and variance of individual returns depend on their previous realizations, and two (constant and time-varying) Student's t copulas link both returns respectively. We apply the model to 15 funds of different types and illustrate its use in risk management and asset allocation.
There are several possibilities for extensions. First, we can include more explanatory economic variables or factors in the system to better predict joint density. Second, we can investigate how to estimate the model by a Bayesian approach. Finally, we can test the model's performance in an out-of-sample manner with more financial applications. We leave those possibilities for future research.
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The above system is a VARMA(1,1) process and we require the eigenvalues of the matrix Table 4 This table reports the estimates (from the constant correlation model) for the two Student's t copulas which govern the dependence structure of overnight and daytime returns. We find that overnight returns have a bit higher (for most cases) values of correlation matrix than daytime returns, while daytime returns have higher DoF parameter than overnight returns. We also report the log-likelihood of the copula components from the estimation. Table 5 This table shows the ML estimates and their standard errors for the time-varying t copula. Consistent with the constant case, the DoF parameter of the copula for daytime returns is higher than that for overnight returns. We also report the log-likelihood of the copula component. Compared with the constant t copula case, we have significantly higher log-likelihood by making correlation matrices time-varying.
Figure 4
This figure plots the time-varying conditional correlation parameters of the t copulas for the four pairs of the returns. We observe that for three pairs the correlation parameter of daytime returns is higher than that of overnight returns.
Figure 5
This figure plots the time-varying conditional tail dependence coefficient (TDC) for the four pairs of returns. We observe that for all the 4 pairs the TDC of overnight returns is significantly higher than that of daytime returns. 
